
Short Bio: Dr Lynn Simpson

Early working years 1987-1995:
o Spent working in rural Australia working various jobs on farms, riding race horses,

transporting animals as a truck driver and working with camels in the tourist industry in
Alice Springs (central Australia).

Recommenced study in my mid 20’s:
o 1996-Studied Physics, Chemistry, Astro Physics, Biochemistry at the Australian National

University- Canberra (these topics augmented my eventual vet work on the ships in
regards to design and performance)

o 1997-2001- Studied a Bachelor or Veterinary medicine and Surgery at Murdoch
University- Perth (was introduced to live export as I lived in the nearby port town of
Fremantle)

o 1999- 2001-Began working part time whilst I was still a student on the wharves in
Fremantle loading live export ships and working in the nearby feedlots preparing
animals for sea transport.

Sailing History:
o -I left Fremantle on my first of 57 voyages in December 2001- only weeks after

graduation. The only vet to accompany 10,000 cattle and 60,000 sheep. A very steep
learning curve for the conditions I would see at sea.

o Between 2001 and mid 2011 I completed 57 voyages from Australia, primarily to the
Middle East, Russia, Turkey, Libya, Egypt and Madagascar. Longest voyage was 6 weeks
long, average 3-4 weeks.

o I worked for a wide range of shipping companies and Exporters, on a wide range of ships
from purpose built to ‘state of the art’ new purpose built vessels to a multitude of
destinations with a range of species through many maritime challenges and
environmental extremes from searing heat and humidity to snow and ice.

In between voyages, due to the sporadic and unpredictable timetable of live export vessels-
and the need for time away from ships for sanity sake I did a range of other vet roles listed
below:

o I worked in general rural practice,
o I worked in specific small animal practice.
o I commenced an internship in Small animal Orthopaedic surgery
o I volunteered Veterinary work in RSPCA animal shelters, mostly surgical.
o I worked as a Government district rural Vet- helping farmers minimise disease risk and

improve livestock management
o I worked in bushfire recovery welfare work as needed
o I worked with an Epidemiology section to combat an Equine Influenza outbreak in

Australia (Exotic disease to us)
o I contributed as a consultant to all related Live Export organisations in differing

consultancy capacities
o Reviewing Vet equipment requirements on ships
o Assisting with ship bedding requirements R and D
o Assisting with developing ESCAS audit forms in the Middle East for abattoirs and

feedlots
o Taught the Cattle component of the Stockman’s Shipboard training course



In 2011 when I sat in a hotel in Moscow and watched an expose aired in Australia called ‘A
bloody business’ on a TV show here called 4 corners I realised for the first time how some of
our animals were abused once they were unloaded. The show was Indonesian based, but I
soon found out the Middle Eastern standards could be just as horrific.

Soon after I was asked to consult to the Australian Agriculture department to help them
rewrite more welfare friendly legislation, and assist in developing the ESCAS program used to
follow Australian Animals in importing countries.

During this contract I wrote a submission about many of the issues I had been trying to fix on
the ships from Australia- whilst the animals were still on the ships.

My submission was considered explosive and confidential by the Department of Agriculture-
until they “accidentally” published it on the internet.

This ended my official live export involvement due to industry backlash.

Since then, 2013 I have been sharing my knowledge of the broad nature of the systems
failures and ‘wins’ by speaking to interested groups globally from Harvard Law School to
Colombian Legislators and everyone in between.

I have published approximately 50 articles in mainstream/ shipping media as requested.

Ideally I hope I have helped illuminate the until recently hidden atrocity which is most of the
Live export trade of animals by sea. Most importantly I hope my experiences have helped
improve the conditions animals experience at sea, and with any luck they will not be exposed
to these atrocities in the near future and others will benefit from the knowledge I can share.

Regards

Dr Lynn Simpson
BSc (Vet Biol), BVMS, MVSc, Post Grad Surgery(Cert)


